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I Want a Dog 2003
anna wants a dog dad does not anna tells dad why it is good to have a dog will anna get a dog

I Really Want a Dog 1993-05-26
a child explains how good he would be to a pet dog

I Want a Dog 2012
simple text and full color photographs describe the responsibilities involved in caring for and choosing a dog as a
pet provided by publisher

I Want a Dog 2012-01-01
simple text and full color photographs describe the responsibilities involved in caring for and choosing a dog as a
pet

I Want a Dog 1987
when her parents refuse to get her a dog may creates an imaginary dog out of a roller skate

I Want a Dog 2020-10-28
in i want a dog a boy tells us how he has been trying to persuade his mother that she should allow him to have a
dog one by one he goes through his mother s objections to his having a dog and he explains how he has tried to
counter each of her objections although his counter arguments are at times far fetched they are always amusing
the reader will find satisfaction in the fact that the boy never loses his hope and perseveres in his effort to achieve
his goal

I Want a Dog! 2009-09-01
for young readers an adorable take on responsibility and problem solving lisa has wanted a dog for so long and she
has left no stone unturned to convince her parents but sometimes even the most reasonable arguments fall on deaf
ears and so lisa comes up with an ingenious solution she puts up a notice in the park and actually finds a four
legged friend who urgently needs to be taken out his master is no longer good on foot and the dachshund rolfi is
now struggling with weight problems lisa s persistence is rewarded and that not only makes her happy but
everyone else too bright and adorable artwork by helga bansch transforms a classic family topic into pure reading
fun bansch s classic story of a dog seeking child is enhanced by her playful illustrations art of the picture book
narrated realistically beautifully illustrated and with an ending that leaves parents at least more than one option
reading foundation

I Want a Dog 2014-12-30
hurrah for essays all writing lessons should be this much fun when cousins dennis and mellie decide to get a dog
they consider carefully what breed would be best for each family for example dennis wants a big dog but mellie
wants tiny he has no other pets but she has other pets that a dog must get along with they consider different dog
personalities family situations and personal preferences dennis writes an opinion essay for his teacher mrs shirky
but will his essay convince his parents to get the dog of his dreams this story takes a popular subject kids getting a
pet and adds dogs of all sizes and shapes all writing lessons should be this much fun in the end it s cousins and the
dogs that keep a reader turning the page what kind of dog will dennis choose will mellie want the same kind of dog
praise from dog experts darcy pattison does a remarkable job on several fronts with her wonderful new book i want
a dog my opinion essay she introduces the value of the written text at an early age to children this cannot be
emphasized enough in our early classrooms with this comes an important lesson regarding the responsibility of
owning and caring for a dog as president of the labrador retriever club representing the breed with the largest
number of dogs i know how imperative responsible dog ownership is and darcy does a wonderful job instilling this at
an early age this is a remarkable children s book that has a lesson fred kampo president of the labrador retriever
clubthis story hits many notes a family story about cousins dennis and mellie information on dog breeds responsible
dog ownership mentor text for teaching writing model opinion essay for elementary students models the writing
process especially the importance of pre writing or planning before you write completes the writing process by
showing the results of dennis s essay

Do You Really Want a Dog? 2014-01-01
a mischievous dog and the narrator teach a young boy the responsibility and the joys of owning a dog includes is
this pet right for me quiz provided by publisher
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I Want a Dog 2009-06-01
family pets

I Want a Dog 2011-09-01
i want a dog introduces 16 captivating pups that are sure to inspire imaginations and delight dog lovers of all ages
for ages 2 to 6

We Really, Really Want a Dog! 2021-02-22
this lighthearted read aloud book describes a trip to the animal shelter to find a just right family pet young readers
will learn what to consider when choosing a dog as well as the benefits of rescuing an animal sidebars and back
matter detail dangerous foods and necessary supplies

I Really Want a Dog 2021-10-28
how to have fun and be a fantastic dog owner mat ward is a leading behaviourist and he really can understand what
our dogs are thinking his advice comes with funny but accurate pictures explaining everything you need to know
including what different woofs might mean how to read a dog s ears and why they wag their tails it s not always
what you think our pets may seem straightforward but learning some key training basics and thinking about little
details like what kind of collar to put on them can make all the difference understanding and respect mean your dog
lives a contented life and if the dog feels happy then so will you

What Dogs Want 2019
a girl seeks her perfect pet at an unusual animal shelter one that has every animal but a dog

I Want a Dog 2018-01-23
readers of every age will chuckle over the silly antics of three dogs that are siblings each pooch is tired of the other
and wants to be the only dog with help they are reminded that siblings provide lifelong lessons in tolerance
patience sharing friendship and conflict resolution

I Want to Be the Only Dog 2014-03-20
chip has dreamed about owning a dog since he was a baby a dog would be his best friend for he would teach it to
sit stay fetch and roll over but chip s parents refuse to buy him one one night chip s dream reveals a deep truth
about who chip is chip doesn t need a dog he is a dog from then on his life is changed he takes himself for walks
teaches himself to sit stay and fetch and makes plenty of neighborhood friends

Chip Wants a Dog 2004-06
one of the funniest books about dog ownership to come down the pike all but the more stone faced of the dog
fanciers will get a chuckle out of these cartoons

So You Want a Dog? 2004
lucy and linus s younger brother rerun wants a dog of his own and there s only one person who can help santa claus
join the peanuts gang in this heartwarming story

I Want a Dog for Christmas, Charlie Brown! 2013
the kids learn empathy and what it is like to be a dog when t d volunteers to act like a canine for the day and
carolina wakes up to find herself changed into a dog

So You Want to Be a Dog? 2010-03
nathan wants to buy a dog but his mother doesn t know if he understands what a big chore a puppy can be so you
want to buy a dog is great read to children to learn about the major responsibilities of being a pet owner it s no
small chore are you ready to sign mom s contract for your new pet

So You Want to Buy a Dog 2022-01-09
a light hearted kid s guide to dog ownership good information and thought provoking questions address a kid s
journey to successful dog ownership parents will appreciate the issues addressed in a warm way beautifully
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So You Really Want a Dog? 2009
all kids want a dog and the little girl in i want a dog is no different she begs wheedles and promises anything if she
can only have a dog she really will take care of it and after all it s only a dog not a hippo or a pig this common plea
will ring true to all kids and caregivers and a few folks in the white house i want a dog is loaded with pull tabs lift
the flaps a changing picture wheel and a pop up finale and it doesn t require walking feeding or grooming

I Want a Dog! 2012-07-16
in a conversational q a format a leading dog expert answers the most commonly asked questions about how dogs
think and act do dogs dream can they recognize themselves in the mirror or understand what they re seeing on
television are they more intelligent than cats people have a great curiosity and many misunderstandings about how
dogs think act and perceive the world they also wonder about the social and emotional lives of dogs stanley coren
brings decades of scientific research on dogs to bear in his unprecedented foray into the inner lives of our canine
companions dispelling many common myths in the process coren answers the questions dog owners have most
frequently asked during his nearly fifty year career as a dog researcher combining the authority of an expert with
the delivery of a guest at a cocktail party

Do Dogs Dream?: Nearly Everything Your Dog Wants You to Know
2012-08
what dogs want interprets all the postures expressions sounds and actions exhibited by dogs individually and in
their interactions with other dogs and people the 100 behaviours are described over one or two pages each with a
photograph and an explanation of why the dog is doing it and what he is telling his owner

What Dogs Want 1976
the arrival of a new puppy who just won t behave causes arguments between her two owners until a mysterious
stranger appears

Some Swell Pup 2024
in this newest addition to the beloved collection of bill martin jr and michael sampson a puppy dog and his dad
decide to tackle the day head on with their various favorite activities from hide and seek to dancing to tag the duo
decides to spend the day in each other s company and make the very most of it in doing so they might just realize
that the best parts of any day are the moments they get to spend with one another publisher

Puppy Dog, Puppy Dog, Do You Want to Play? 2018-07-15
dogs are some of the most popular and loveable animal companions that we have kids see dogs of all kinds on tv in
their neighborhoods and maybe even in their own homes these furry animals are the subject of many budding
artists early drawings but this book will help them learn how to draw specific dog breeds with even more detail
simple drawing instructions accompany interesting and historical information about each breed there are some
familiar dogs that kids might recognize along with other breeds that are more rare such as the saluki and the
basenji young artists will love learning more about each of these cute dogs as they sharpen their drawing skills

I Want to Draw Dogs 2005-11-03
for everyone who has ever wished dr spock had written about dogs instead the dog bible is your essential guide to
everything you will ever need to know whether you re a first time dog owner or an expert your dog would want you
to read this book encyclopedic in scope it covers not only the basics but every practical aspect of life with a dog
including many fascinating and helpful subjects never before collected in one volume life saving advice about the
special needs of toy breeds everything you need to know to protect and enhance their wonderfully long lives dog
psychology eye opening ideas from an emerging field of study including a chapter on the weird things dogs do and
why tracie hotchner lifelong dog owner and author of the million copy bestseller pregnancy and childbirth has
distilled years of research into one comprehensive accessible guide you ll make hundreds of decisions about your
dog s care during his lifetime the dog bible is here to give you the latest and best information available to help you
make those decisions it s everything your dog would want you to know

The Dog Bible 2008
the first four month s of a puppy s life are critical the knowledge and patience that it is shown at the beginning
determines how it will relate to and deal with the rest of the world as a mature dog this book shows how to train
your puppy at this critical time
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Teach Your Puppy to Be the Dog You Want 2003
uses a question and answer format to present a variety of information about dogs

Everything Dog 2015-11-18
what is it that your dog is trying to say and are you listening expert dog behaviourist laura vissaritis with able
assistance from her bull terrier chester introduces dognitive therapy an approach that teaches you how to
understand the world from your dog s point of view and be the owner they need to be happy healthy and well
behaved insights into the canine mind combined with practical advice to solve common problems will help you see
your bond with your dog in a whole new light if you want a smart dog you ve got to be a smart owner

Things Your Dog Wants You to Know 2018-04-09
here s the basic dog pet book for grade 4 5 6 six or young readers age 8 12 about how to give loving and
responsible pet care to a puppy or dog great dog information for kids includes 25 color photos of puppies and dogs
dogs are smart loyal and good companions always happy to see you and ready to do whatever you re doing

I Want A Puppy Or a Dog 2023-10-31
in this funny feel good first pet book one aspiring dog owner and her parents ponder in wildly imaginative and
hilarious detail all the best and worst outcomes of bringing home more dogs than you can literally shake a stick at a
young girl proclaims i want 100 dogs in a twist her parents agree but they have just one question where will 100
dogs sleep our protagonist revises her request to 90 dogs but how does one walk 90 dogs a silly subtractive
counting tale and an over the top ode to the joys and woes of canine company this sweet and surprising story
proves that no matter how boundless your enthusiasm when it comes to finding the perfect pet sometimes less
really is more written by bestselling author stacy mcanulty and illustrated with vintage flair by claire keane this
clever and funny picture book will be a new favorite for readers and pet lovers everywhere whether you have no
dogs one dog or one dog too many perfect first pet book bursting with humor and charm this is the book for any
child who has ever longed for a pet or ten or twenty and for families gently establishing realistic pet expectations
fun and funny counting book this fun to read picture book delivers the extra benefit of being a reverse counting
book kids will delight in counting down the number of dogs in this clever tale that subtly demonstrates counting by
tens and yes you really can count the dogs on each page gift worthy with its sweet timeless humor and charming
vintage style illustrations this pet book makes a wonderful gift for children teachers and dog lovers of all ages
perfect for pet loving preschoolers parents teachers and caregivers new pet parents and dog lovers of all ages
families preparing to adopt their first pet dog lovers gift ideas for baby shower birthday classroom gift or pet
adoption

I Want 100 Dogs 2009-03-10
in this groundbreaking guide elite dog trainer kyra sundance reveals the path to helping your dog be a reliable
partner and true member of your family kyra a world acclaimed stunt dog team performer nationally ranked dog
sports competitor and movie dog trainer holds the human dog bond at the heart of her training method she cares
for her dogs with tenderness trains them thoroughly and inspires them to excel if you re battling the same problems
with your dog over and over then the training method you re using isn t working instead of more training what s
needed is better training kyra s whole dog approach looks beyond sterile training methods that manipulate through
reward and punishment and instead advocates humane behavior modification techniques to establish expectations
without compromising love her principles such as one command one consequence focus on the solution not the
problem and praise touch treat in that order empower readers with a clear strategy and the tools to enact real
change kyra s method does not suppress natural behaviors and teach subservience instead it fosters confident
happy dogs who are motivated to do the right thing rather than fearful of making a mistake the dog rules shows us
us how to develop joyful relationships with dogs who balance enthusiasm and self control

The Dog Rules 2017-08-24
i want a dog who hasn t heard that screamed from a child or partner they want a dog but you don t want one
because you know it will be your responsibility to look after it when they grow bored well this book isn t necessarily
for you this book is for those who want a dog but have no idea what they re really letting themselves in for you see i
wanted a dog i was one of those annoying people ranting and raving how badly i wanted one now i am an adult i
should be allowed to get a dog it s my house i got my dog i got what i wanted i even chose the dog now as i sit here
typing out this blurb i weep why did i do this to myself why have i just committed to this little bastard for god knows
how many years if you want a dog of your own read this book perhaps see things you didn t necessarily think of on
top of having to clean up its shit from when you go on walks or when it runs in your garden then when you have
read the book make your decision again decide if it really is for you don t want a dog well this is about a pug called
chewie read about chewie s first year and just laugh at my misadventures and misery from matt shaw author of
wasting stamps plentyoffreaks and im fine
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My Pug Is an Asshole 2012-11-05
unlike other dog care books what your dog wants focuses on you the owner rather than the dog and encourages
you to develop the seven key skills that will respond to your dog s needs in so doing it teaches you how to work
together as a team which is equally rewarding for both of you each chapter introduces a key skill and shows you
how to build on the basics and develop them further the difficulty level builds throughout each chapter so you can
see your skill base develop by following the expert guidance in this practical book you can build on your skills as an
owner and learn how to make your dog friendly happy healthy and well behaved making him a pleasure to own

What Your Dog Wants 2009-04
until abbee came into my life i didn t understand how we could love our animals so much that in fact they become
part of our family the first part of this book is devoted to reliving our family s life with abbee and how a dog that i
initially wanted no part of soon worked her way into my heart and became for me as though she were my four
legged daughter abbee s death brought us great sorrow it also reminded me about a most perplexing biblical
question something which proved to be even more unsettling than her death originally written in my attempt to find
some measure of peace the second part of this book is devoted to the prayerful hoping that through god the divine
creator of all the animals we ve each loved during our earthly life may be granted entry and be included with us for
eternal life in heaven

The Dog I Didn't Want 2019-11-05
the differences between cats and dogs have never been funnier in this hilarious story from the illustrator of i don t
want to be a frog a little girl really really wants a dog but gets a cat instead look what i got for my birthday a pet
dog says a little girl holding a cat rocky doesn t listen or obey like all the other dogs because rocky is a cat and
rocky hates her leash and doesn t seem to like other dogs probably because rocky is a cat and rather than play
fetch rocky prefers to lick between her toes ew rocky is a bad dog but rocky doesn t bark and is so cute when she
sleeps in sunny spots maybe rocky is a good dog or you know maybe rocky is a cat cat lovers and dog lovers alike
will howl with laughter at this little girl s willful insistence that her cat is a dog the hilarious ways in which cats and
dogs are different are brilliantly illuminated with each turn of the page and will leave young readers and their grown
ups giggling

Bad Dog 1991-09-05

Some Swell Pup
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